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B. Tech. (Electronics Engineering/3D Animation & Graphics/Electronics & Computer 
Engg/CSE/ECE/ETE/IT) (Sem. 3) 

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++ 
Subject Code: BTCS-305 

Paper ID: A1129 
 

Time: 3 Hrs.                        Max. Marks: 60 
 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES: 

1. Section A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks each. 

2. Section B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students have to attempt 
any FOUR questions. 

3. Section C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students have to 
attempt any TWO questions. 

 
 

SECTION A 
 

1.  Write Briefly 

a) Differentiate between Call by value and call by reference. 

b) What is Data hiding? How it is achieved in C++. 

c) What is a destructor? How it is defined. 

d) What do you mean by function overloading? Give example. 

e) What is the use of this pointer? Discuss. 

f) Define Class. How object and class are related to each other? Give example. 

g) Define a class template. What are its advantages? 

h) Illustrate with an example, how the endl and setw manipulator works. 

i) Discuss the concept of abstract class with example. 

j) What is static storage class? What are its characteristics? 

 

SECTION B 
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2.  What are the implications of public, protected and private visibility modes? 

3.  What is a virtual function? Explain need of virtual function through a suitable example.  

4.  Explain the use of new and delete operators in C++. 

 

5.  Discuss pointers related problems with examples. 

6.  How is the exception handling performed in C++? Write a program that throws an arithmetic 
exception as and when a number input is greater than 9999. 

 

SECTION C 

7.  What do you mean by Inheritance? Explain various types of inheritance with the help of suitable 
examples. 

8.  What is a constructor? Write its main characteristics. Explain various types of constructor with 
examples. 

9.  Write a program in C++ to input and display complex number. Also perform add and subtract 
operations on the complex numbers illustrating the concept of operator overloading. 
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